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ABSTRACT
This paper proposes the implementation of the comparative analysis of the with conventional power system
arrangement to the steady state and dynamic state of the a combined system of a Thyristor-controlled reactor
(TCR) and a shunt hybrid power filter (SHPF), for the process of limiting the total harmonic reduction is
proposed in this paper. Total Circuit Configuration Is Simulated Using MATLAB 2012a And It Is Analyzed In
Power Graphical User Interfacing Environment And The Total Harmonic Distortion Is Calculated By The Use
Of The Fast Fourier Transformation Technique In POWERGUI,
Keywords: Harmonic suppression, hybrid power filter, modeling, nonlinear control, reactive power
compensation, shunt hybrid power filter and thyristor-controlled reactor (SHPF-TCR compensator), thyristorcontrolled reactor (TCR).

I. INTRODUCTION

profile, to provide reliable and uninterrupted power
supply and also to achieve economic benefits such as

DUE to uncertainty of system loads on different

minimum power loss, energy efficiency and load

feeders, which vary from time to time, the operation

leveling. To date, network reconfiguration and DG

and control of distribution systems is more complex
particularly in the areas where load density is high.

placement in distribution networks are considered
independently. However, in the proposed method,

Power loss in a distributed network will not be

network reconfiguration and DG installation are dealt

minimum for a fixed network configuration for all
cases of varying loads. Hence, there is a need for

simultaneously for improved loss minimization and
voltage profile.

reconfiguration of the network from time to time.
Network reconfiguration is the process of altering the
topological

structure

of

feeders

by

changing

In this paper, a new combination of a shunt hybrid
power filter (SHPF) and a TCR (SHPF-TCR

open/closed status of sectionalizing and tie switches.
In general, networks are reconfigured to reduce real

compensator)

power loss and to relieve overload in the network.

generated from the load. The hybrid filter consists of

However, due to dynamic nature of loads, total

a series connection of a small-rated active filter and a

system load is more than its generation capacity that

fifth-tuned LC passive filter. In the proposed topology,
the major part f the compensation is supported by the

makes relieving of load on the feeders not possible

is

proposed

to

suppress

current

harmonics and compensate the reactive power

and hence voltage profile of the system will not be
improved to the required level. In order to meet

passive filter and the TCR while the APF is meant to

required level of load demand, DG units are

resonance, which can occur between the passive filter,

improve the filtering characteristics and damps the

integrated in distribution network to improve voltage
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II. SIMULATION RESULTS

the TCR, and the source impedance. The shunt APF
when used alone suffers from the high kilo volt

The Total Circuit Configuration Is Simulated Using
ampere rating of the inverter, which requires a lot of

MATLAB 2012a And It Is Analyzed In Power

energy stored at high dc-link voltage. On the other

Graphical User Interfacing Environment And The

hand, as published by some authors [15], the standard

Total Harmonic Distortion Is Calculated By The Use

hybrid power filter is unable to compensate the
reactive power because of the behavior of the passive

Of The Fast Fourier Transformation Technique In

filter. Hence, the proposed combination of SHPF and

Combined System Of A Thyristor-Controlled Reactor

TCR compensates for unwanted reactive power and

(TCR) And A Shunt Hybrid Power Filter (SHPF) For

harmonic

reduces

Harmonic And Reactive Power Compensation. The

significantly the voltampere rating of the APF part.

SHPF Is The Combination Of A Small-Rating Active

The control method of the combined compensator is

Power Filter (APF) And A Fifth-Harmonic-Tuned LC
Passive Filter. The Tuned Passive Filter And The TCR

currents.

In

addition,

it

presented.

POWERGUI, The Following Result Represents The A

Form A Shunt Passive Filter (SPF) To Compensate
A control technique is proposed to improve the

Reactive Power. The Small-Rating APF Is Used To

dynamic response and decrease the steady-state error

Improve The Filtering Characteristics Of SPF And To

of the TCR. It consists of a PI controller and a lookup
table to extract the required firing angle to

Suppress The Possibility Of Resonance Between The
SPF And Line Inductances. A Proportional–Integral

compensate a reactive power consumed by the load. A

Controller Was Used, And A Triggering Alpha Was

nonlinear control of SHPF is developed for current

Extracted Using A Lookup Table To Control The TCR.

tracking and voltage regulation purposes. It is based

A Nonlinear Control Of APF Was Developed For

on a decoupled control strategy, which considers that

Current Tracking And Voltage Regulation, The

the controlled system may be divided into an inner
fast loop and an outer slow one. The currents injected

following tabular form represents the different
electrical parameters of the source, transmission and

by the SHPF are controlled in the synchronous

load end.

orthogonal dq frame using a decoupled feedback
linearization control method. The dc bus voltage is

The system parameters are given in Table I.

regulated using an output feedback linearization

Simulations were performed numerically using the

control. The SHPF can maintain the low level of dc

“Power System Blockset” simulator operating under

bus voltage at a stable value below 50 V. The

Matlab/Simulink environment, in order to verify the

proposed

been

operation of the proposed SHPF-TCR compensator

simulated and validated experimentally to compute

using the nonlinear control scheme shown in Figs. 1

the

SHPF-TCR

and 5. The controller’s performance has been

compensator with harmonic and reactive power

evaluated by achieving a number of tests on the
proposed SHPF-TCR compensator:

nonlinear

performance

compensation

and

control

of

the

analysis

scheme
proposed
through

has

the

total

harmonic distortion (THD) of the source and the load
current. The proposed methodology is tested for a
wide range of loads as discussed further. Simulation
and experimental results show that the proposed
topology is suitable for harmonic suppression and
reactive compensation.

1. steady-state

response

of

the

SHPF-TCR

compensator to load-generating harmonics;
2. Dynamic
compensator

response
to

of

the

SHPFTCR

harmonic-produced

load

variations; and
3. Response of the SHPF-TCR compensator to the
harmonic and reactive power type of load
variation.
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In this paper, a SHPF-TCR compensator of a TCR and
a SHPF has been proposed to achieve harmonic
elimination and reactive power compensation. A
proposed nonlinear control scheme of a SHPF-TCR
compensator has been established, simulated, and
implemented by using MATLAB
Tabular form 1. parameters used in simulation.

Figure 3. conventional circuit configuration

The

following

circuit

represents

the

circuit

configuration of the general circuit without Shunt
Hybrid

Power

Filter

and

Thyristor-Controlled

Reactor in steady state condition and the following
figure represents the complete MATLAB based results
in POWERGUI environment.
Figure 4. harmonic order for the conventional circuit
configuration.
The

following

circuit

represents

the

circuit

configuration of the A Combination of Shunt Hybrid
Power Filter and Thyristor-Controlled Reactor in
steady state condition and the following

figure

represents the complete MATLAB based results in
POWERGUI environment.
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Figure 5. harmonic order A Combination of Shunt
Hybrid Power Filter and Thyristor-Controlled
Reactor in steady state condition

Figure 4. A Combination of Shunt Hybrid Power
Filter and Thyristor-Controlled Reactor in steady
state condition

The

following

circuit

represents

the

circuit

configuration of the A Combination of Shunt Hybrid
Below Figure shows the steady-state waveform of the

Power Filter and Thyristor-Controlled Reactor in

SHPFTCR compensator for harmonic elimination

dynamic state condition and the following

with a three-phase harmonic-produced load. The

represents the complete MATLAB based results in

supply voltage (vs1), the supply current (is1), the load

POWERGUI environment.

figure

current (iL1), the SHPF-TCR current (ic1) in phase 1,
and the dc bus voltage (vdc) are depicted in this figure

Figure 4. wave form representation of A Combination

Figure 6. circuit configuration of A Combination of

of Shunt Hybrid Power Filter and Thyristor-

Shunt Hybrid Power Filter and Thyristor-Controlled

Controlled Reactor in steady state condition

Reactor in dynamic state condition
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III. CONCLUSION

Below Figure shows the steady-state waveform of the
SHPFTCR compensator for harmonic elimination
with a three-phase harmonic-produced load. The

This paper proposes the restraining of the total

supply voltage (vs1), the supply current (is1), the load

harmonic distortion of the conventional power

current (iL1), the SHPF-TCR current (ic1) in phase 1,

system.

and the dc bus voltage (vdc) are depicted in this figure

conventional power system is proposed and the

And

matlab

based

modeling

of

the

MATLAB based modeling of the steady and dynamic
state operation of this convention power system with
hybrid power filter is also proposes successfully in
this paper.
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